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Synonyms

  Week 5 Day 1: Cursive Vocab Week 5 Day 1: Cursive Vocab mayhemmayhem

Antonyms

Definition:

The/monsters///
caused/////////
when/they/had/
a/food/fight.

Part of 
Speech:
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Week 5 Day 1: MultiplicationWeek 5 Day 1: Multiplication
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Week 5 Day 1: ComprehensionWeek 5 Day 1: Comprehension

Why is Tammy doing all of this?

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

Tammy is a monster with red and gold scales. She feels beautiful but the other 

monsters tell her she isn't scary enough. Monsters are supposed to be scary! 

Tammy only has 2 eyes so sometimes she sticks googly eyes all over her head. 

She takes baths in trash so she smells bad. She practices her roar for hours every 

single day. 

She learned how to sew to make herself fake arms and legs to wear. 
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__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

What else could Tammy try?
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Week 5 Day 1: Week 5 Day 1: Describe the MonstersDescribe the Monsters

Invent the
typical monster

that lives in 
your area.

Hair/Fur

# of Legs

Sound What
does it do for

fun?

Physical
Features

Interesting
Fact

Food

Name

You will be writing a persuasive paper on whether monsters should live with humans
or not.  Start by describing what your monsters are like.


